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Exercise 6: Establishment of Reference Points

Duration Purpose of Learning

30 minutes To determine reference points for ground-truth survey

Requirements:

QQGIS (latest most stable version) 
Laptop/Desktop
Lesson 11: Establishment of Reference Points from the Geospatial Training Manual on
Green Assessment for Ecosystems Disaster Mapping
NDVI pre- and post- (reclassified into 8 classes)
NDVI difference
Barangay boundaries (in Activity 1 folder)
0.5 and 1 ha training polygons

Expected Output:

Reference points for Ground-truth with initial assessment of land cover classification for
pre-event and post-event based on satellite images

About this Exercise

This activity finalizes the reference points that will be used for Stage 2 of Green
Assessment.

Instructions

Load the pre-event and post-event NDVI raster layers (reclassified into 8 classes), NDVI
difference raster layer, barangay boundary and training polygons in the QGIS project.
You may access the sample layers from the activity folder.

1.

Once all these layers are ready, follow the steps provided in Lesson 11. Establishment
of Reference layers to finalize your reference points.

2.
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Duration Purpose of Learning

1 hour To determine reference points for ground-truth survey

Lesson 12
Establishment of Reference Points

Requirements:

Lecture with powerpoint presentation, on-the fly demonstration of image downloading
and hands-on activity

Satellite images downloaded will be reclassified based on their NDVI values to compare the
NDVI that occurred due to Odette using image stacking.

This section covers the collection of reference/training points in the area of interest in
preparation for the Stage 2 of the Green Assessment. 

The following are the layers that should be loaded in the QGIS project to generate the
reference points:

NDVI pre- and post- (reclassified into 8 classes)
NDVI difference
Barangay boundaries (in Exercise 1 folder)

Then follow the instructions below:

Search for 'random points' in the Processing toolbox of QGIS and select it.1.
Use the barangay_boundary layer as the input layer.2.
As a rule of thumb, there should be 30 to 50 points present per land
classification(you may use the formula below in determining the number of
random points per barangay); however, for this activity we will use the barangay
boundaries as our input layer so let's set the random points per feature to 30 and set
the 50 meter distance from each random point.

3.

Formula in determining the number of random points to be generated per barangay:

specific barangay area (m²)
largest barangay area (m²)

x50

4. Set the file name and location folder of your output layer.
5. Click Run to initialize the generation of random points.
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Lesson 12: Establishment of Reference Points

Figure 162.
Generating
Random Points
within the
Barangay
Boundary

6. After generating the random points layer, go to the Layers Panel and open the attribute
table of the resulting layer.
7. In the attribute table, you will notice that the attributes of the points are the same as the
features where the random points are generated. Edit the attribute table by clicking on the
toggle editing button.
8. Click on the Delete field button to delete unnecessary fields. Leave only the municipality
and barangay fields from its original attributes.
9. In the Delete fields window list that prompts, click on the field/s that you want to delete
10. Click Ok
11. If you want to save your changes, just click the toggle editing button again.

Figure 163. Deleting fields in the Attribute Table of Random Points

12. To compare the pre-event and post-event land cover, fields must be added within the
attribute table. To do this repeat steps 6 and 7 and click on the New Field button.

Continue

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
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13. In the Add Field window that prompts,

Set the following:

Name: 'Name'
Type: Text (String)
Length: 80

Repeat steps 12 and 13 but add the fields: 'LC_Pre'; 'LC_Post' and 'Remarks'

14. Repeat steps 10 and 11.

Figure 164. Adding fields in
the Attribute Table of
Random Points

Now that you have already generated your random points within the barangay boundaries,
carefully observe the location of the points. If you are familiar with the area and you notice
that the point is either of the following. Delete the points from your random reference
points since ground-truthing activities will either be difficult or impossible to do:

located on bodies of water
located on extremely high elevation area
located on inaccessible area (far from road networks)

For this activity, with the remaining random points, identify and search for a minimum of 10
points according to the 6 land classifications discussed in lesson 4. Fill in the land
classification on the LC_pre and LC_post fields of your attribute table:

forest
cropland
wetland
grassland
settlement
other land (mixed vegetation; other woodlands)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
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Lesson 12: Establishment of Reference Points

Figure 165. Identifying the Pre-Event and Post-Event Land Cover in the Attribute
Table

To identify a point to validate, make sure that the point is the midpoint of either a 0.5 ha or
1 ha training polygon to make sure that the surrounding area of the point has homogenous
spectral signatures. You may download the 0.5 ha and 1 ha training polygons from our
exercise folder or you can try creating your own by drawing a polygon in QGIS.

Figure 166. 0.5 ha and 1 ha Polygons over the NDVI Rasters

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
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Editing the Training Polygons

Once you have loaded the 0.5 and 1 ha training polygons in QGIS, you may duplicate
those features and move them to your desired area in the map where the points for
ground truthing are located.

Right click on your training polygons layer and select toggle editing1.

Figure 167. Training
Polygon Toggle
Editing

2. Once the toggle editing button is initialized, you can now duplicate any existing training
polygon and just move it using the digitizing toolbar.

Figure 168. Duplicating Feature of Training Polygons

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow


4. If the Move Feature is active, hover your mouse in the map area, you will notice that your
cursor will now become a cross. Click on any training polygon on the map and you can
drag it to any location.
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Lesson 12: Establishment of Reference Points, Editing the Training Polygons

3. After selecting the feature that you will move from the attribute table, click on the Move
Feature from the digitizing toolbar.

Figure 169. Move to Feature Icon

Figure 170. Moving the Training Polygon from its Original Location (yellow) to a New Location
(Red)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
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Exercise 7: Produce Map Layouts

Duration Purpose of Learning

 2 hours
To visualize into maps all the relevant layers generated in
preparation for the Stage 2 of the Green Assessment

Requirements:

QGIS (latest most stable version) 
Laptop/Desktop
CCIPH’s Manual for the Introduction to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and
Basic Quantum GIS 
Pre- NDVI, Post- NDVI, NDVI Stack and Reference Points Map
barangay boundary, roads
Other layers that are relevant into the map

Expected Output:

Pre-event NDVI Map
Post- event NDVI Map
NDVI Stack Map
Reference Points Map

About this Exercise

 In this activity, participants will have to use their produced pre-event, post-event, NDVI
stack and reference points layers to produce four different map layouts. 

Instructions

Load the reclassified pre-event NDVI, post-event NDVI, NDVI stack and reference
points layers to the QGIS Project. Make sure to use the .qml provided in the exercise
folder to symbolize the pre-event and post-event NDVI features in your layers. For the
NDVI stack layer, refer to Lesson10 for the proper symbology.

1.

Load all your other layers such as barangay boundary and road networks, which are
relevant reference layers for the position of the points on ground.

2.

Refer to the CCIPH’s Manual for the Introduction to Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and Basic Quantum GIS in creating a map layout.

3.

The Legend of your map of NDVI should look like this. However if you have more
layers there can be more legend items on the map:

4.

Continue



5. Add a note within your map for the pre-event and post-event NDVI . You can place it
anywhere on the map:

Note: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) values and their
corresponding identification:
< 0.34: inactive cropland, settlements or barren land
0.34 - 0.51: cropland, grassland or non-forest vegetation
0.52 - 0.72: mixed vegetation or less dense forest
0.8 - 0.74: moderately dense forest
>0.8 : dense forest

Changes in these values in the post-Odette event would indicate land cover
transformation or damage and will need to be ground validated.

6. For the NDVI stack map, the suggested legend should look similar to this:
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Figure 171. Sample Legend for
Pre-event and Post-event NDVI
Maps

Figure 172. Sample Legend for NDVI Stack Map

7. As for the reference points map, you can load the reference points layer, barangay
boundary and road network. You can also assign unique codes to each point to easily
identify the points in the map.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PzLR8pffNPAdb9OSK2foanx7noEd18qBO8X7hETogQY/edit#figur_workflow
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